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Wood Based Panels

www.sgs-industrial.com
SGS INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

In the wood based panels industry, SGS undertakes worldwide installation projects of MDF, OSB and particle board production lines as the leading partner. Partial and complete relocations of plants and extensions of press lines demonstrate an aspect of SGS’s wide range of expertise. The company is renowned for its high quality performance in comprehensive repair and maintenance work.

OUR INSTALLATION COMPETENCES

- Log yard
- Debarkers
- Recycling and cleaning systems
- Chipping, flaking, milling
- Dryers, screens & sifters
- Gluing
- Forming & press lines
- Short-cycle presses
- Finishing & impregnation
- Board dividing saws

OUR SERVICES

- Industrial Installation
- Plant relocation & Maintenance
- Site Management & Supervision
- EPC Project Management

FAST

SGS promises fast and reliable project implementation, highly trained personnel and renowned industry know-how. The company is recognized for its efficient and professional work, which is always performed on schedule.

GLOBAL

SGS believes in “Follow your customer”. More than 10 locations worldwide prove the company’s global presence in the industry.

TRUSTED

As an established company and internationally reliable project partner, SGS stands to provide the highest standards in terms of safety, environment (HSE), quality management and welding technology, in compliance with the ISO 9001, SCC**, ISO 3834-2 requirements.
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- Certified Quality
  - Quality management system acc. to ISO 9001
  - Quality requirements for welding acc. to ISO 3834-2
  - Welding technology Steel construction standard EN 1090 EXC 3
  - Welding technology Pressure equipment directive AD 2000, HP0, HP100R
- Highest work safety standards
  - Health, safety & environment SCC**
- Reliability & adherence to schedules in project implementation
- Outstanding machine & plant know-how
- Extensive experience in project management
- Flexibility, in terms of individual customer requirements

Customers benefit from SGS as a reliable and on-schedule partner for the installation of wood yard equipment, chip treatment, drying, screening and sifting plants. Worldwide references and years of experience in the industry underline our comprehensive installation competence, exactly tailored to your requirements and specific production plants.

SPECIFIC FIELDS OF APPLICATION:

- Conveyor systems
- Debarkers
- Recycling & cleaning systems
- Chipping, flaking & milling
- Screens & Sifters
- Dryers
- Environmental technology & ventilation plant systems
With more than 50 successfully implemented press lines worldwide, SGS is the leading partner for mechanical and electrical installation. A growing number of international manufacturers and operators trust in SGS for the execution of their projects.

**SPECIFIC FIELDS OF APPLICATION:**
- Gluing
- Forming lines
- Continuous & multi-daylight presses
- Press extensions
- Conversion, repair & maintenance work
- Environmental technology & ventilation plant systems such as press steam extraction, press steam scrubber & more

- Conveyor systems
- Saw & edging lines
- Cooling & stacking lines
- Packaging lines
- Environmental technology & ventilation plant systems

Highest quality work-safety standards, and total adherence to schedules establish the foundation for the success of your project.
Impregnation Lines & Short-Cycle presses

Gagarin Plywood Mill Ltd. / Wernhainer short-cycle press / Gagarin (Russia)

Highly qualified and specialized SGS employees execute the installation of short-cycle presses on site. The services range from press systems for furniture panel or laminate production, painting and coating lines, PVC surface coating, to vinyl floor production or other technologies; SGS provides flawless installation performance of your production technology. Plants installed by SGS benefit from highest productivity, extended lifetime of machinery and profitability.

SPECIFIC FIELDS OF APPLICATION:
• Laminating paper impregnation lines
• Raw panel in-feeds
• Paper lay-up systems
• Short-cycle laminating
• Trimming systems
• Grading systems
• Stacking & packaging systems

Plant Relocations

SGS is a renowned and trusted partner for the relocation of complete industrial plants, individual machine and plant parts. Years of international experience, highest standards, flexibility, competence, and adherence to schedules make us the industry leader for machine and plant relocations. From concept preparation, professional dismantling and reinstallation, to comprehensive project management, SGS guarantees the skilled execution of your relocation project. Furthermore, we offer service and maintenance for the relocated equipment. Customers trust in the competent support during the entire project.